Rules of Play
Addendum TIES
In the event of a tie for first place a sudden death playoff will be conducted at UJGA sanctioned
tournaments, except for Invitational events or shotgun starts. POINTS and AWARDS will be given based
on the playoff results. If there are more than two players tied the playoff results will only count toward
POINTS and AWARDS for the Champion. Once the Champion is determined the playoff if over, the
remaining players remained tied with POINTS being awarded for a second-place finish to all players.
AWARDS will be determined by scorecard playoff.
The playoff will begin at the conclusion of play after all score cards have been reviewed and the scores
have been posted to the scoreboard. The playoff holes will be announced upon approval by the host
professional. If a playoff cannot be conducted Co-Champion awards will be presented and each player
will receive the points associated with the CHAMPION designation.
In the event of a tie for second thru third place (fifth place in National Qualifying tournaments) a score
card playoff (USGA App. I #C, D) will be conducted to determine the AWARD winner. The process is as
follows:
• The first tie breaker is the score for the Inward 9-holes that appear on the scorecard (hole 10-18), if
a tie remains,
• the total of the final 6-holes of the Inward nine (holes 13-18); if a tie remains,
• the total of the final 3-holes will count (holes 16-18)

If the players remained tied after the above calculations the same process will be followed considering the
Outward nine holes; this will include:
• the total score of the Outward nine hole (Holes 1-9), if a tie remains,
• the total of the final- 6-holes of the outward nine (holes 4-9); if a tie remains,
• the final 3-holes of the outward nine (holes 7-9)

In the event of a 36 or 54 hole tournament, the procedure described is used for the final round with the
first tie-breaker being the 18-hole score of the final round.
If a tie still remains a hole-by-hole playoff, beginning with hole #1 will be conducted to determine the
winner. If after exhausting all efforts to determine a winner and the players still remain “tied” duplicate
awards will be presented. Regardless, the accompanying POINTS will be awarded based upon the initial
tied results.

